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Abstract :   
 
The low center of gravity and low center of thrust of Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) are interesting 
characteristics when considering Floating-Offshore Wind Turbine (FOWT) application. The motion due to 
the floating platform adds extra complexity to the unsteady aerodynamics of VAWT. Hence, both 
numerical and experimental studies become very challenging. This paper focuses on the assessment of 

𝑇 𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝐹 𝑜𝑎𝑚, a fast tool consisting of the actuator line method (ALM) embedded in OpenFoam. Then, 
instead the typical bladed-solved Navier–Stokes equations, the ALM inserts the blade forces into the field 

as body forces into the momentum equation. A modified version of the 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝐹 𝑜𝑎𝑚 library that includes 
surge motion for multiple rotors has been evaluated by comparison with an experimental set of data from 
a twin-rotor performing surge in a wind tunnel. This paper includes the main equations describing the 
kinematics implemented in the numerical code, as well as a convergence analysis of mesh size, time step 
and surge cycles. The numerically predicted thrust forces agreed with the experimental results for both 
investigated tip speed ratios for the case with no surge motion. The numerical and experiment results 
including surge motion indicated a minimal influence of the surge motion for the cases evaluated here. 

The last verification using CFD computations from the literature showed that the 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝐹 𝑜𝑎𝑚 tool 
properly captures the main features of the surge motion. This verified numerical method is a promising 
tool to understand the effects of geometrical parameters on the performance and the wake development 
of VAWTs farms in  floating-offshore environments. 
 
 

Highlights 

► Fast numerical tool to predict loads for double VAWTs undergoing floating motion. ► Experimental 
data of a twin rotor with surge and with no surge motion. ► Capabilities and limitations in predicting 
unsteady forces under surge motion. 
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sults and results from CFD computations from the literature showed that
the turbinesFoam tool properly captures the surge motion’s main features.
This verified numerical method is a promising tool to understand the effects
on the performance and the wake development of VAWTs in floating-offshore
environments.

Keywords: Off-shore, Torque, CFD, lowfidelity

Nomenclature

α Angle of attack

λ Tip Speed Ratio

ν Kinematic viscosity

ω Rotational speed

φs Phase shift angle in surge motion

θ Azimuthal angle

c chord length

CP Power coefficient

Di, Do, Dw Distance from the domain center to the Inlet, outlet, and side
walls.

eθ Unit vector normal to the blade tangential velocity

ec Unit vector along the chord direction

FL, FD, FN , FT , Fx, Fy Lift, drag, normal, tangential, thrust and side forces

Hz Distance from the middle plane of the rotor to upper and bottom walls

R Radius

Re Reynolds number

U∞ Incoming undisturbed wind speed
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1. Introduction

In the last years, many efforts have been made worldwide to implement
strategies to achieve the target of a maximum global warming temperature
of 1.5◦. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, sup-
plying electricity through zero or low-carbon sources represents a crucial
pathway to mitigate the CO2 emissions [1]. Therefore, the development and
participation of renewable energies in the electricity market have been in-
creasing. Solar and wind energy are the technologies with the largest amount
of capacity installed around the world and, the projection for 2050 remains
increasing [2].

The electricity production through wind energy technology is classified,
accordingly to the location of the wind farms, in an onshore and offshore gen-
eration. At present, offshore wind energy contributes to a small percentage
of the global electricity supply. Nevertheless, it has a huge potential due to
the vast extent of the marine territory, the energetic density and steadiness
of the offshore wind resource, and, less controversy with local stakeholders
[3, 4].

The Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) is the dominant technology
in both onshore and offshore applications. Because of the high maturity of the
onshore HAWTs, the cost of electricity production is lower than the offshore
applications and it is one of the most competitive in the electricity market
[3]. To reduce the cost of the electricity generated by offshore technology,
some approaches can be followed. For instance, by scaling current technology
and implementing innovations or, by implementing new emerging technology
[5].

Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) have some characteristics, such
as the lower center of gravity, the location of the electric generator at the
bottom of the rotor, and, a compact wake, that give them the potential as
a cost-effective offshore wind turbine technology [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the
understanding of the VAWT performance becomes more challenging when
operating on an offshore-floating platform; the six-degree of freedom (6 DOF)
of the platform due to the movement of the waves, introduces many variables
that affect might affect the performance and operation of VAWTs [10, 11].

Sandia Laboratories has developed the numerical tool called ”Offshore
Wind Energy Simulation (OWENS)” to perform the structural dynamics
analysis of VAWTs. OWENS is able to perform an aeroelastic analysis of
the rotor and to interact with other sub-modules: Hydrodynamic, mooring,
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drive-train, and aerodynamic modules. Different VAWTs designs with a ca-
pacity of 5 MW were investigated and the main conclusion was that VAWTs
have the potential to reduce the Levelized cost of electricity for the offshore
wind energy [12]. Similarly, Cheng et. al. [13] investigated the structural
dynamic response of three VAWT designs by using a simulation tool able to
couple sub-modules that consider turbulent inflow conditions, aerodynamics,
hydrodynamics, structural dynamics, the control system, and the mooring
line system.

The 6-DOF motion can affect wake development. This has been confirmed
by Lei et al. [14] by using computational fluid dynamics simulations (CFD)
with a single rotor undergoing the pitch and surge motion. Also with CFD,
Kuang et al. [15] investigated the impact of the pitching motion in the
wake by using two rotors, one allocated behind the wake of the first rotor.
Moreover, in order to understand the relation of the surge with the thrust
force coefficient, a dynamic inflow model using an actuator cylinder method
has been proposed by De Tavernier et al. [16]. Further, Lei et al. [10, 11]
investigated with CFD, the effect on the power performance of a single VAWT
due to the surge and pitching motions.

Despite that some efforts have been made until now in order to understand
the effect of the 6-DOF in the wake, the power performance, and aerodynamic
loads of a VAWTs, the knowledge and available tools to investigate the wake
development for multiple rotors are very limited. Therefore, the main interest
of this paper is to evaluate a fast method able to compute the aerodynamic
loads and wake of multiple rotors but also, to include an offshore-floating
platform motion. In this work, we focus only on the surge motion and we
present first aerodynamic loads of an experimental twin-rotor undergoing
surge and then, a numerical method is verified.

1.1. Review of methods

Inherently, investigating the effect of the platform motion on the aero-
dynamic loads and wake of VAWTs requires three-dimensional numerical
methods or experimental tests. Regarding experimental data, as far as the
knowledge of the present authors, there is no available information in the
literature that is useful for the objectives of this work. Despite that, some
offshore VAWTs prototypes can be found commercially that might have some
information [17]. Twin rotors without any 6-DOF motion have been tested
in the wind tunnel and the results present wake and power coefficient data
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[18, 19]. This lack of experimental data motivated our present experimental
work described later.

Numerical simulations on VAWTs have become very common in the last
few years. The most used approach consists of two-dimensional computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations [20] exploring the unsteady aerody-
namics, wakes, parameters affecting the power performance, etc. Previous
studies using 3D-CFD simulations to investigate the performance of VAWTs
are presented in Table 1 and details of the number of blades, rotors, and mesh
size are included. Regarding the double rotors or arrays rotor, investigations
in 3D-CFD cover: the power performance of double a configuration and the
effect of the spatial distance between both rotors [21]; the wake of double
rotors [22]; the effect of a deflector in the power performance of a twin rotor
[18]. Also, the effect of the backward distance between double rotors under
the influence of a pitching motion was investigated with a CFD technique by
Kuang et al. [15]. As it is observed from Table 1, investigating the VAWTs
through 3D CFD requires a high computational cost and inclusive one-single
rotor requires more than 4 million mesh elements. It is well known that using
CFD allows us to obtain more in deep detail on the flow physics around the
rotors and, for more specific aerodynamic research purposes this could be the
best strategy.

The numerical method, the actuator line modeling (ALM), combines the
advantages of the blade element method (BEM) with the capabilities of the
CFD simulations to solve the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations at a low compu-
tational cost. The ALM methods first use the BEM to compute the corre-
sponding forces on the blade element by using tabular data and then, using
including these forces in the NS equations. This results in a method that
does not require solving boundary layers but it does include the principal
unsteady features present in the VAWTs. Also, the blade interaction and
the wake are solved. The ALM has been employed to predict the perfor-
mance of VAWTs in [31]. Bachant et. al. [32] developed a computational
library for VAWTs by using OpenFOAM coupled with the ALM method,
turbinesFoam. This method was validated by Bachant et. al. using the
power coefficient curve of single rotors without any surge motion. Later, De
Tavenier et al. [33] included the surge motion for a single rotor to predict
some aerodynamic forces. Despite existing others, numerical methods, such
as the actuator cylinder [34] with a very similar strategy used by the ALM,
for the aim of the present research we select turbinesFoam since depicted
to be an available free-numerical tool with some successful background for
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Table 1: Numerical parameters for 3D VAWTs simulations

Ref. Config. Blades Floating Model Soft. Mesh
motion Elements

[23] Single 2 No κ− ω SST Fluent 2.95E6
[24] Single 3 No κ− ε Fluent 9.5E6
[25] Single 2 No SA Fluent 23.9E6
[26] Single 1 No κ− ω SST COSA 90.0E6
[27] Single 2 No κ− ω SST Fluent 1.4E6
[28] Single 2 No κ− ω SST Fluent 3.8E6
[29] Single 3 No LES Fluent 15.5E6
[30] Single 2 No κ− ω SST Fluent -
[10] Single 3 Surge IDDES Fluent 4.7E6
[11] Single 2 Pitch IDDES Fluent 4.5E6
[22] Double 3 No LES - 1.85E12*
[18] Double 3 No κ− ω SST Fluent 3.9E6
[21] Double 3 No LES STAR

CCM+
8.9E6

[15] Double 3 Pitch LES STAR
CCM+

6.9E6
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predicting power coefficient and to consider the surge motion with minor
modifications. Other numerical tools such as CACTUS and QBLADE were
investigated at the beginning of this project but the easier implementation
of double rotor and surge motion in the ALM were the main reasons for the
selection.

1.2. Outline

As stated in the mentioned literature, there is an increasing interest in
understanding the six degrees of freedom of the floating motion in the perfor-
mance of VAWTs. Both subjects, double rotors, and floating motion showed
a limited number of investigations. While experimental test on VAWTs in
general represents a huge engineering challenge [35, 36, 37, 38], the CFD
techniques also require high computational cost (see Table 1). Therefore,
the ultimate intention of this research consists in obtaining a medium-high
fidelity tool able to predict unsteady loads and the wake development of large
counter-rotating VAWT rotors under floating-offshore environments. Thus,
the present method would be able to consider multiple rotors undergoing
surge motion.

This paper, firstly in Section 2 describes the main equations of the Kine-
matics in the VAWTs blades under surge motion. Section 3 described the
experimental set-up and the twin rotor tested in the wind tunnel. A CFD
case from the literature is also described since is used later for the verifica-
tion process. Next Section 4 included the modifications to the turbineFoam
library and a large numerical study on the mesh, domain, and time is carried
out. Finally, the verification of turbineFoam for our double-rotor experi-
mental test with surge motion is presented and discussed in Section 5.

2. Kinematics of the VAWTs blades

The rotating blades of a VAWT operating under a free-stream wind ve-
locity U∞, perceive an actual wind flow frequently referred to as relative
velocity (Urel). Theoretically, neglecting any interference factor due to the
presence of the rotor itself, the relative velocity depends on the vectorial re-
sult of the incoming flow velocity and the velocity of the blades Ublades and,
it is expressed as follows:

~Urel = ~U∞ − ~Ublades (1)
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Under a floating motion, in addition to the rotational speed on the blades,
the full rotor experiences induced velocities due to the translation movements
and the oscillations about its axis. As a result, the velocity of the blades needs
to consider the induced velocities due to these six-degree movements.

For a VAWT rotating with an angular velocity, ω, and performing a
surge motion, the velocity of the blades (~Ublades) is given by the following
expression:

~Ublades = ~UT + ~̇Sx (2)

where ~UT is the tangential velocity, and ~̇Sx is the surge induced velocity.
Consider a clockwise rotation on the blades as illustrated in Fig. 1 and

a coordinate system with x positive in the same direction as the wind. A
surge motion describing a sine function as expressed in Eq.(3), will induce a
velocity in the blades given by Eq.(4) that results from the derivative of the
given surge function.

sx(t) = xmsin(ωst+ φs) (3)

ṡx(t) = xmωscos(ωst+ φs) (4)

xm is the amplitude of the surge and ωs is the angular surge frequency.
The magnitude of the relative velocity and the angle of attack (α) are the

most important parameters to estimate the aerodynamic forces on a VAWT
and hence, to predict the torque (Q) and the power of the rotor. Therefore,
velocity vectors in Equations (1) and (2) need to be expressed in a second
reference based on the blade motion position. This reference system consists
of two unit vectors, êc along the chord and, êθ towards the rotation axis,
both indicated in Fig. 1.

The tangential velocity, ~UT , the surge induced velocity, ~̇Sx and the inflow
velocity ~U∞ are expressed with the following equations:

~UT = −ωRêc (5)

~̇Sx = ṡx cos θêc + ṡx sin θêθ (6)

~U∞ = U∞ cos θêc + U∞ sin θêθ (7)

where ω is the rotational speed of the blades, R the rotor’s radius and θ the
azimuth angle of the rotor.
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Figure 1: Velocities and forces present in a VAWT rotor performing a surge motion

The relative velocity in their components and magnitude is expressed as
follows:

Urel,êc = U∞ cos θ + ωR− ṡx cos θ (8)

Urel,êθ = U∞ sin θ − ṡx sin θ (9)

|Urel| = |Urel,êc |+ |Urel,êθ | (10)

Finally, the angle of attack, α, is defined as the angle formed by the
relative velocity, ~Urel, and the chord. Therefore, using the components of the
relative velocity, the angle of attack is calculated by next Eq.(11).

α = arctan (
Urel,êc
Urel,êθ

) (11)

The lift and drag forces, FL and FD respectively, are the aerodynamic
forces on the airfoil. The lift is the generated force perpendicular to the
relative velocity, and the drag is the parallel force. The radial force also
called normal force FN , is the resultant aerodynamic force towards the center
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of rotation. The tangential force FT is the resultant aerodynamic force with
a positive direction in the same rotating direction. FT directly influences
the torque and the power generated by the rotor. The following equations
describe FN and FT in terms of the lift and drag forces:

FN = FL cos(α) + FD sin(α) (12)

FT = FL sin(α)− FD cos(α) (13)

The thrust force, Fx, is the resultant aerodynamic force in the direction
of the incoming free-stream wind speed U∞. The side force, Fy, also known
as side-thrust force, is the resultant aerodynamic force perpendicular to the
incoming flow velocity. Both forces are important for the structural turbine
design and other supporting structures. The forces Fy and Fx are expressed
as a function of the normal and tangential forces as follows:

Fy = FN cos(θ) + FT sin(θ) (14)

Fx = FN sin(θ)− FT cos(θ) (15)

The thrust coefficient, Cx, is given by Eq. 16, with ρ the air density.

Cx =
Fx

0.5ρπR2U2
∞

(16)

The power coefficient is the ratio between the power generated about
the axis of the rotor and the kinetic energy by the wind and it is typically
computed with next expression:

CP =
ωQ

0.5ρπA2U3
∞

(17)

3. Cases of study

3.1. Experimental Study case 1: Wind tunnel twin rotor VAWT with surge
and without surge motion

All papers showing experiments must include a thorough formal exper-
imental error analysis, including the errors in all measured variables and
presented parameters, description of the instruments used, the way they are
employed, calibration, etc.

A double counter-rotating rotor VAWT configuration has been tested
under surge and without surge motion in a wind tunnel (Fig. 2). The
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Figure 2: Experimental set-up of the twin-rotor VAWT model in the ISAE-ENSMA S620
wind tunnel. Dimensions are in meter.

Table 2: Geometrical parameters of the WindQuest twin-rotor wind turbine

Airfoil Diameter Chord Height Contra-rotating direction

NACA0018 0.25 m 0.0375m 0.75m Inwards

experimental tests of the prototype were carried out in the ISAE-Ensma S620
wind tunnel. The two rotors are 0.75m high-0.5m wide and are composed
of two blades of a constant NACA0018 section. The rotor parameters are
presented in tab. 2. The wind tunnel section is 8.11 m2 for a projected area
of the model with actuators of 0.84 m2. Both rotors are equipped by 1D load
sensors measuring the thrust (X direction) located at the bottom and top
pivot points.

A set of two actuators and assemblies is used to reproduce the motion
of the floater on two Degrees of Freedom (DoF) and are illustrated in Fig.
2.The model is connected to a first sub-assembly trough a pivoting link at
the bottom of the mast, simulating the pitch rotation This pitch assembly
is placed, together with the rotor on a second assembly positioned on rails
visible on Fig. 2), allowing for the translation on the Surge axis X. In the
following study, only the surge motion will be considered.

The experimental setup allows to extract thrust force coefficient (CX) as
a function of the azimuth angle of the blades. Different configuration are
tested exploring for the constant upstream speed of 5 m/s five Tip Speed
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Table 3: Geometrical parameters for the CFD case

Airfoil Diameter Chord Height Pitch angle

NACA0021 2 m 0.265m 1.2 m -8 ◦

Ratio (TSR) of 2.62, 3.14, 3.67, 4.19 and 4.71 with no surge motion and
three TSR 2.41, 3.14 and 4.19 with surge motion tested under the range of
frequencies of [0.46-1.93] - equivalent to a range of 8 to 20 revolution per
surge period - and an amplitude range of [25-100] mm. Rotors have identical
TSR for all considered configurations.

Figure 3: Description of the surge and pitch platforms system for the twin-rotor VAWT
wind tunnel tests.

3.2. Numerical Study case 2: 3D CFD single rotor under surge motion

A single VAWT with the geometric characteristics included in Table 3 has
been investigated in [10] by using 3D CFD simulations. The surge motion
investigated includes different amplitudes and frequency of surge. Here, the
amplituded of 0.20 and 0.08 m with a period of surge equivalent of 4 times
the period of the VAWT rotation are analysed. The tip speed ratio of the
rotor is 1.82 and the wind speed of 8 m/s. This CFD case has been verified
in the mentioned work and due to the main goals of this work, to verified a
faster tool than a full CFD simulation, the overall equations implemented in
TF are validated first with this case.
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4. Method

4.1. TurbineFoam: the double rotor and kinematics of the floating motion

TurbinesFoam, is a open library implemented inOpenFoam (a free-source
CFD software) and the simulation of the cross-flow wind turbines is done
by using the actuator line element (ALM) to impose the virtual forces of
the blades on the flow field and receiving communication with OpenFoam
until convergence [39]. The corresponding blade forces are computed from
static database of blades, corrected trough a dynamic stall model and then
projecting these forces into the flow field and then update the velocity, U
and pressure p quantities to compute the new inflow velocity as the time
progress. Thus, reducing the number of cells since boundary layers are not
solved. This method, take into account the unsteady lift and drag forces
associated by nature with VAWT aerodynamics by using a dynamic stall
model. Also, this method allows to collocate multiple VAWTs, and then, the
double counter-rotating VAWT was easily implemented. More detail in the
equations of this library can be found in [32]. In summary, the advantage of
this approach is the reduction of the number of cells required to simulate a
dual-rotor and to incorporate the surge motion.

Within this library, the crossF lowTurbineAlsource is the responsible of
defining the geometry of the VAWT blades, i.e, constructing and storing the
geometric characteristics of the blades sections accordingly to the entrance in
fvOptions. Including the surge motion leads to include: the surge motion of
the actuator lines that actually needs to be move in position for a correct flow
field forces projections and, the adequate calculation of the induced velocity
due to surge and its finally effect in the relative velocity and angle of attack,
both require for calculating the lift and drag unsteady forces. Both modifica-
tion for the position and for the relative velocity has been made following De
Taviener et al. previous code implementation [33]. With some further adap-
tations, the curvature effect has been taking into account and only influence
by the rotation speed (ω) and, multiple rotors with a metacenter of surge
are added trough fvOptions. This surge motion implementation posses some
initial limitations: for a rotor design where the chord-length changes, the ini-
tial local angle is not taking into account. A second limitation is when using
the curvature effect, while using this only the Leishman-Beddoes dynamic
stall model can be used. In TurbinesFoam then, the relative velocity per
each section of the blades is calculated using Eq.(1) and the induced velocity
of due to the surge is modified by adding this velocity vector on the blades
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following expression Eq. (2). The new blade surge position is implemented
trough the translation function available in the actuatorLineElement source
code.

4.2. Numerical settings

As mentioned before, the free CFD solver, OpenFoam v2016, is employed
to perfom present simulations [40]. The full turbulence model κ−ε is selected.
Within this model, the epsilonWallFunction is able to switch between the
viscous and inertial sublayers [41]). The y+ is set to be 20, and this is
withing the recommended work range of [30− 300] of the logarithmic layer.
Since the ALM method is used to estimate the corresponding aerodynamic
forces of the blades, thus no boundary layers are solved around the blades.
Therefore, compared with most of previous CFD studies in VAWTs [42,
43], no transition method is required and this, leads to a decrease in the
computational time.

Air transport properties were set to be: a kinematic viscosity ν = 1.48E−
5 m2/s, a density ρ = 1.225 kg/m3 and, a intensity of turbulence of I = 0.2%.

The computational domain is depicted in Fig. 4 and it is formed by six
faces: The distance from the center of the twin-rotor to the inlet, Di; the
distance from the center to the outlet, D0; the distance from the center to the
lateral domain sides, Dw and, the distance from the center to the upper and
lower domain sides Hz. Because the first experimental case was performed in
an open wind tunnel and the second experimental test in a closed wind tunnel,
the influence of the distance of the domain were investigated considering the
sides, top and bottom faces with symmetry as boundary conditions. For the
wind tunnel case, wall boundary conditions were applied and the distance was
defined accordingly to the experimental information. For the other boundary
conditions, and inlet velocity and an outlet pressure were imposed.

The mesh topology is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) and consists of a domain and
two sub-domains. The subdomain 1 included the wake region of the rotor and
the Sub-domain 2 including the near-region around the rotors. The settings
and converge of the domain, mesh size and time step are discussed next.

4.3. Numerical converge analysis

The dimensions of the base domain, DB were defined accordingly to the
reviewed literature being of: Di = 5D, D0 = 10D, Dw = 5D and, Hz =
5.0H. The snappyHexMesh method was employed to define the mesh size.
In terms of the chord (c), the cell size in the outer domain was set to be
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Figure 4: (a) Domain boundary conditions and (b) Mesh topology including the details of
the subdomain mesh.

2c; the subdomain 1 has a cell size of c. Finally, the sub-domain 2 was
evaluated with five cell sizes 2c, c, c/2, c/4, and c/8, the mesh analysis with
turbinesFoam has been also performed in [32] for a single rotor. The mesh
analysis is included in Fig. 5 (a) and shows that a difference less than 17% is
found when the cell-size is minor that c/2 with a number of total cells about
2.5E5. The difference in the power coefficient using c/4 and c/8 cells size is
minimal, but the increase in the number is 8 times lower. Present results are
in agreement with findings in [32]. Therefore, a sub-domain with a cell size of
c/4 represents the optimal size for the sub-sequenced simulations performed
in this study.

To define the distances from the center to the sides of the domain, the base
domain, DB was employed and then one single domain parameter, Dw (lateral
distance), Di (inlet distance), Do (outlet distance), and Hz (top and bottom
distances) was changed at the same time. Fig. 6 includes power coefficient
as a function of the number of cycles for the evaluated domain parameters.
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Figure 5: ∆ CP = (CP − CP,c/8)/CP,c/8 (a) Difference in the power coefficient between
each size-cell and the finest size c/8 at cycle 10th.(b) Power coefficient as a function of the
azimuth angle for three cell sizes.

The inlet, Di = 2.5D and lateral, Dw = 2.5D distances reduces the most the
power coefficient. A value of Dw = 7.5D showed very similar values to base
case with Dw = 5D; in the same manner, increasing the inlet distance to
Di = 7.5D gave the same result that the base domain with Di = 5D. The
outlet distance of Do = 7.5D and Do = 15D showed very similar results than
the base domain with Do = 10D. Finally, the distance HZ from the center
to the top and bottom sides that showed very similar values were HZ = 5H
and 7.5H. Therefore, the simulation to be performed for the open-wind
tunnel case have the next parameters: Di = 5D, Do = 10D, Dw = 5D and,
HZ = 5H.

Time step independence study for simulation with VAWTs has been car-
ried out on several previous work. Here, six values of time step were evaluated
per one cycle of rotation: 2880, 1440, 720, 360, 240 and 180 time steps. These
number of time steps correspond in term of azimuth degree step of: ∆θ =
0.125◦, 0.25◦, 0.5◦, 1.0◦, 1.5◦ and, 2◦. Results included in Fig. 7 showed that
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Figure 6: Influence of the domain distance parameters on the power coefficient as a function
on the number of cycles.

at the cycle number 10, the variation of CP of each time step regarding the
smallest time step case, 0.125◦ is lower than 4% for all the cases. The time
step with ∆θ = 0.5◦ exhibited less than 1% of difference and, ∆θ = 0.25◦

and 0.125◦ was minimal. For the research purposes of the study a time step
∆θ = 0.5◦ was selected.

Figure 7: ∆CP = (CP −CP,0.125)/CP,0.125 Difference in the power coefficient between each
time step and the smallest time step 0.125◦ evaluated at the 10th cycle.

Finally, to determine the number of surge periods, six period were com-
pared. It was observed that from the second surge period the difference is
minimal. This is attributed to the number of rotor cycles per surge; since
more than several revolution of the rotor occurs when one surge finish, then
convergence in surge is occurs very soon. For the cases investigated here, 3
surge periods employed.
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5. Results and discussion

5.1. Thrust on the double rotor without surge
The thrust forces for the twin rotor described in Section 3.1 were com-

puted using the the numerical tool TF-OF and compared with our current
experimental data. Two tip speed ratios were tested, λ = 3.14 and λ = 4.71
and the results are included in Fig.8. For both cases the forces predicted
with the numerical tool showed a high agreement with the experimental
measurements. For this two-bladed double VAWT the CT exhibited values
close to zero at 0, 180 and 360 azimuthal positions. This is in agreement
with previous experimental result with a two-bladed single rotor in [35] were
the measurements on the thrust force increases with the increase of the tip
speed ratio and showed zero values at the 0, 180 and 360 azimuthal position.
The experimental curves were obtained by averaging 20 revolutions within
intervals of 1 degree. As far as the knowledge of the present authors these
experimental result on double rotor are the first with the instantaneous CT
values.

Figure 8: Thrust force coefficient for the twin rotor with (a) λ = 3.14
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Figure 9: deficitVel

5.2. The double rotor with surge motion

The twin rotor was tested under two surge motions. The thrust force
in Newton for both cases as a function of the surge period are included in:
Fig. for a surge frequency, f = 0.5 Hz and a surge amplitude of 50mm;
and in Fig. (b) (b) with a surge frequency of 1Hz and an amplitude of
50mm. For each case a total 20 periods were average with 500 bins. These
experimental results were obtained without any type of filter, and because
of the the complexity of rotating in addition to the surge motion, removing
the noise resulted in the removing aerodynamic forces. Both cases where
simulated by using turbineFoam and the results are included in the same
corresponding figures. For the case (a) The first case with f = 1Hz allows
20 revolutions of the rotor per surge period. The induced velocity for this
cases slightly modified the relative velocity, and hence, thrust force along the
surge period depicted a constant pattern in the thrust behaviours for the 20
revolutions. This is observed in both the numerical and the experimental
results. While most of the maximum values of the peak are well capture
by the numerical simulations, the zero values expected at each 180 degrees
of azimuthal angle, were capture for some instants during the surge motion.
Therefore, since the induced velocity has a minimum effect in the Urel and
the angle of attack, thus the second positive thrust observed detected by the
measurement in the region where zero value were expected is associated to
the harmonic influence of the surge and rotation frequencies.

The second case in Fig. (a) allow 10 rotations per surge period. For
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Figure 10: (a) Thrust force coefficient for the twin rotor, (b) Angle of attach and, (c)
Magnitude of the relative velocity with f = 0.5Hz

these case, the influence of the induced velocity due to the surge motion
is more notable for both experimental and numerical simulations. Again a
positive thrust is observed with the experimental results while a zero value
is observed with the numerical tool. Similarly to the previous case, the
maximum peak agrees with both techniques but value of zero thrust are
not observed in the experimental results as expected numerically. Since in
both cases, the tendency of the surge in the influence of the surge motion
is observed to be capture in good agreement with the experimental tests.
It is important to mention that, these type of unsteady motion represent a
huge challenge and other techniques such as pressure scanner could provide
information which is less affected by vibrations and harmonic frequencies due
to the mechanical movement-devices and also, providing detail of the surge
effect in the boundary layer when the aerofoil induced velocity impact first
at the backward of the aerofoil.
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Figure 11: (a) Thrust force coefficient for the twin rotor, (b) Angle of attach and, (c)
Magnitude of the relative velocity with f = 1.0Hz

5.3. Surge motion for a single rotor

In order to assess the surge motion included in TurbinesFoam, the case
1, consisting in a 3D CFD simulation of a single VAWT undergoing a surge
motion was investigated. The thrust force as a function of one period of surge
is reported in [10]. This allows a detailed comparison of the thrust force
predicted by using turbinesFoam (Num. OF-TF). The results included in
Fig. 12 includes OF-TF prediction when using 3D losses for the ALM model
and without 3D losses. There is a notorious over-prediction on the forces in
general when 3D losses are not included but the effect of the surge, starting
with low values of T reaching a maximum value, and then decreasing again
is in agreement with the full CFD case.

The results, when using the 3D losses showed a very good agreement
with the CFD results.Despite that, the lower peaks observed in the CFD
case are not properly capture by the OF-TF model. Accordingly to the
available literature, the boundary layer conditions maybe affected mostly at
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Figure 12: Comparison of the thrust force for a single rotor undergoing a surge motion
with f = 1.158 and Xm = 0.20m.

the trailing edge of the aerofoil and this, affect the distribution of the pressure
coefficient around the aerofoil and as a consequence the aerodynamic forces.
The lower peak are observed at the beginning of the surge motion ( moving
to the Right and the TE of the aerofoil being impacted by surge direction
of the flow). In the region, from 0.25-0.75 this peaks are less severe; within
this region the TE of the aerofoil perceives the velocity of the flow due to the
surge and, from 0.75 to 1, when the rotor is moving to the right to return to
its initial position, the TE might be affected again.

The relative velocity computed by the numerical method, OF-TF, is in-
cluded in Fig. 13 and it is compared with theoretical relative velocity given
by Eq. (10) for surge and without surge conditions. The two theoretical
Urel, with surge and without surge, indicted that under surge conditions, the
velocity starts with the lower magnitude values (compared without surge),
reached a maximum at half period and then, decreases again. This is due to
the surge induced velocity that reduces Urel accordingly to Eqs. (1) and (2).
The velocity, Urel computed by OF-TF, followed the same tendency that the
theoretical Urel but the magnitude is smaller. This is related to the number
of blades, three, of the rotor, and, TF-OF is able to take into account the
deficit in the velocity due to the number of blades at both, upstream and
downstream of the rotor. At downstream of the rotor, the effect of the num-
ber of blades becomes more significant and this is evident by observing the
angle of attack in Fig. 13(b) where at downstream, the angle of attack halved
regarding the theoretical values. It is important to emphasize, the unsteady
aerodynamics that includes, surge, pitching, flapping, and other dynamics
motion of aerofoils is not very well investigated yet when a combination of
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unsteady motion occurs at the same time over the aerofoil. As a consequence,
to verify numerical tools, including full CFD simulations, much more efforts
in experiment concerning unsteady aerodynamics must be done.

Figure 13: (a) Domain boundary conditions and (b) Representation of the computational
subdomains:S, first subdomain and T, second subdomain surrounding the rotors.

This simulation had a number of 0.2 × 5 cells, and a total of 1.0 Hrs.
computer clock time was employed to perform three surge periods.

6. Conclusions

• The new experimental data from a twin rotor VAWT has allowed as-
sessing the capabilities of the modified turbineFoam model to predict
the thrust force for this double rotor configuration and, under both
fixed and floating conditions.

• The assessed numerical tool has the capabilities to investigate multiple
rotors under floating off-shore conditions with a high level of confidence
and low computational resources.
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• The optimum domain dimensions, the size mesh, time step and surge
periods have been stated and this can be used as a guideline to perform
future simulations.
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